UNIQUE SOLUTIONS FOR REAL ESTATE AND DIGITAL MARKETING

POWERED BY

www.snapdiguide.com

BRAND BUILDING
LooOk INside

$275 up-to 2,500 sq. ft.

snapd iGuide starting at

$50 for additional 500 sq.ft.

$275

A 3D Interactive Tour is a totally immersive experience.
Each virtual tour brings the property to life with the latest
camera technology helping sell or rent any property. Buyers
can spend as long as they like exploring the property or
space based on what they want to see.

360° 3D Virtual Tour
HI-RES HDR Photography
Floor Plans Room Measurements
MLS Sized Photography All Branded &
Unbranded Links & Embedding Tools Feature
Sheet Creator iGuide Search Map
Google Analytics
*Drone video & photos available starting at $249

LooOk INside Combo
starting at

$450

PLUS
HI-RES HDR PHOTOGRAPHY
HDR professional wide angle real estate photography to
present the home effectively.
FLOOR PLANS
Accurate floor plans for all your listings. Our Patented
Camera provides measurements that are included in an
easy-to-read floor plan.
SEARCH MAP
Each 3D Virtual Tour provides a neighbourhood information,
for example, nearby schools, restaurants, grocery stores,
bus, train and subway stations

1 Complimentary snapd iGuide each month
PLUS
Social Media Posting of all listings on
a bi weekly basis
12 month placement of a 1/4 page ad in snapd

ANALYTICS
Google Analytics measures the activity that your listing
receives. It measures how much traffic your listing receives,
how long visitors are looking at your property, and where
your visitors are coming from.
EMBEDDED CODING
Add your virtual tour to your own personal website and
social media.

Book now at www.snapdiguide.com

ADVERTISING AND DESIGN
Brand Identity

Website Development

$95/hr

$950

starting at

starting at

Develop a strong identity with comprehensive
brand design. Our team has experience
building clear connections with your
message and identity.

Lead with a modern digital presence.
A powerful modern platform can help
ensure that your brand stays relevant and
communicates your unique brand to
your consumers.

Logo Design

Social Media
Management

starting at

$475

Draw attention with a clear mark.
Our experienced design staff will distill
effective usable imagery and value.
Stand out from the crowd.

starting at

$499

Professional high quality images
and management distributed to a
hyper local audience.

GOOGLE BUSINESS TOUR

People who view a business listing with a Virtual Tour are TWICE as likely
to be interested in visiting the business

BE DISCOVERED
Get more views on Google Maps
with interactive 360 degree visuals.
Supercharge your Google Business
ranking and search results!

SHOWCASE YOUR BUSINESS
People buy from those they trust.
Showcase your business in the best
light with professional photos and a
virtual tour.

INCREASE REVENUE
Match customers with your business
to drive sales.

To learn more about LooOk Inside contact
Michael Feric

Mike@OakportMedia.com
905 510-9292

Customer Care

customercare@snapdiguide.com
905 802-7076
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